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Dear Parents, 

 

"We hope you and your family are keeping well and staying safe! 
 

Together we have welcomed the New Year with positive spirits by embracing the surroundings, 

and learning to face all the challenges as we move ahead. In this newsletter, we will be cover-

ing the important activities that took place during the month of February. 
 

“You only grow by coming to the end of something and by beginning something else.”  

― John Irving 
 

An incredible, challenging, experiential learning-based year it was, and it’s yet again, time 

for our students who have geared up and are giving their Annual exams. Like all happy end-

ings, we have come to the closure of the academic year, we wish to see our children study 

sincerely, be regular in their academics and strive to keep themselves and the people around 

them happy and healthy. 
 

Achievement - Great Achievement - 2021 . 
 

Epistemo takes pride in congratulating the young Lemurs for their 

active participation in the first round of   “Collins Smart Tech 1.0 “ -  

A  National Coding Champion for schools competition conducted by 

Collins learning in association with Mind Champ. 
 

Our young lemurs with strong will power and determination 

stepped into the next level for 2nd round of National competition.  
 

To be a coding champion one needs to think logically and analyti-

cally and our students were on par with other schools in the com-

petition and outnumbered the competitors with their exemplary 

skills and achieved the sweet success in 1st round. 

Grade 7B 
Sai Vara Amruth Ananthula 

Grade 7B 
Sidharth V Nair 

Grade 8A 
Saharsh Bejugam 

Grade 8A 
Jatin Chandra Chandana 

Grade 7B 
Mohammad Aarish Khan 



 

Collins Smart Tech 1.0: A National Coding Championship for Schools 

Round 1 Qualifiers List  

Name of the school Total Score 

IES-Manik Vidyamandir [ICSE], Mumbai 4.23 

Cambridge International, DAV Public School, Delhi 4.22 

Centre Point School International, Nagpur 4 

Epistemo Vikas Leadership School, Hyderabad 3.99 

Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar, Nagpur 3.98 

IES Orion, Mumbai 3.81 

Jayshree Periwal High School, Jaipur 3.81 

Bhavan's Adarsha Vidyalaya, Kakkanad, Kochi 3.77 

SBOA School and Junior College, Chennai 3.7 

Cambridge International School, Patti, Punjab 3.63 

St. Kabir School (Drive-in New), Ahmedabad 3.61 

St. Anne International School, Mumbai 3.5 

SBOA Global School, Chennai 3.44 

The Sanskaar Valley School, Bhopal 3.42 

The Swaminarayan School, Nagpur 3.4 

Sant Atulanand Convent School, Varanasi 3.4 

Shiv Nadar School, Gurugram 3.37 

Chettinad Harishree Vidyashram, Chennai 3.35 

The Achievers School, Nagpur 3.34 

Centre Point School, Amaravati Road Branch 3.33 

Tatva Global School, Gajularamaram, Hyderabad 3.33 

Maharaja Sawai Mansingh Vidyalaya, Jaipur 3.32 

Silver Bells Public School, Bhavnagar, Gujarat 3.28 

Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan school, Chevayur, kerala 3.19 

Amarjyoti Saraswati Vidhyalaya, Bhavnagar, Gujarat 3.12 

DPS International, R.K. Puram, New Delhi 3.1 

Wisdom Valley Global School, Palwal, Haryana 3.09 

Sanskar International School, Paratwada, Maharastra 2.83 

Mata Jai Kaur Public School, Delhi 2.79 

Chinmaya Vidyalaya, Thrissur, kerala 2.77 

Kanchi Sri Sankara Academy Matric Higher Secondary School, Tamil 

Nadu 

2.74 

Centre Point School, Katol Road Branch, Nagpur 2.7 

Lalaji Memorial Omega International School, Pallavaram,  

Chennai 

2.67 



Achievement - Great Achievement - 2021. 
 

SPOT INQUIZITIVE ADVANCED GRADE WISE RESULTS 

India with its enormous natural and the youngest human resource has immense potential to 
emerge as a global leader in all respects. In order to realise this, introduction of considerable 
programs based on Science and Technology to tap youth’s intellect, to sensitise them about 
the society and their role in making the society  better, are prerequisite.  Introduction of 
such programmes right from the initial stage enable the children to be self-sufficient in ac-
quiring scientific, mathematical, analytical, and reasoning skills. Vikram Sarabhai Science 
Foundation (VSSF) works on these lines. It conducts SPOT assessment examination 
for students with aptitude to determine their conceptual knowledge and understanding of 
Science, across disciplines annually. SPOT is the medium through which the Foundation 
shortlist and assist the SPOT PRELIMS qualifiers & SPOT 100 Students wherein students 
gain intellectually & academically via interactive Science portal.  
 
We feel immensely proud to announce that the students of Epistemo have added another 
feather in the crown of the school by clearing the SPOT Inquisitive Advanced Examination.  
 
Congratulations Lemurs!!  
 
Following are names of the of students who cleared SPOT Inquisitive Advanced Examina-
tion.  

 

SPOT INQUIZITIVE ADVANCED GRADE WISE RESULTS 

Name of the Student Grade 

Samanth Sugannanavar Grade 3B 

C. Aryan Grade 4A 

Swastik Behera Grade 4C 

Shalmali Kulkarni Grade 4C 

Hrishav  Grade 5A 

Stuti Sharma  Grade 5C 

Nishka Mishra  Grade 5A 

Mohammad Aasim Khan  Grade 5A 

Ujjwal Mahapatra  Grade 6B 

Mohammad Aarish Khan  Grade 7B 

Sai Vara Amruth Ananthula  Grade 7B 



Achievement - Great Achievement - 2021. 
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CORONAVIRUS, NOT THE 'CHINA-VIRUS'.  

SMISMUN is an event conducted across the schools that aims to 
give the young learners a wide range of exposure to participate 
in model United Nations (MUN). 
 

It is a platform where one can improve or showcase his/ her 
communication and social skills. The event comprises of various 
sessions where student committees are formed that are open to 
debates on current affairs followed by discussions and putting 
in your perspective on a wide spectrum in the form of articles. 
 

The most important part of the MUN is the youngsters not only 
discusses the controversial issues but also finds a solution to it. 
 

Srujana of Grade 10 participated in the virtual MUN at Sanc-
ta Maria on 30th December, 2020. She participated as an IP 
(International Press) member for CCC (Continuous Crisis Com-
mittee). She took part in the debates, attended press conference 
and won for herself the Best Reporter 
award with a cash prize of 2000 ru-
pees along with a plaque and a certifi-
cate.  
 

Srujana quotes, "MUN s give you an 
experience of a lifetime, helps you 
learn a lot of new things about what's 
happening in the world and also  helps 
to socialize with people from various 
strata of the society". 
 

She states that it is a one time experi-
ence and every student must avail this 
opportunity. 

Grade 10A 
Srujana Elicherla 



CORONAVIRUS, NOT THE 'CHINA-VIRUS'.  

S R U J A N A EL IC H E R L A , R EP O R T I N G F O R XI N H U A N EWS A G E N CY  

The reign of the Coronavirus has brought 

about a myriad of extreme changes in the 

general population’s lives and in their per-

ceptions. From online schooling, to working 

from home, it is undeniable that the virus 

has left a permanent mark on our society as 

a whole. However, the unprecedented heat 

that China was forced to deal with, which 

arose from the pandemic, has been a major 

shock. From being named the proprietor of 

the retrovirus, to outright blasphemous rac-

ism towards the Chinese community, it is an 

unfortunately blinded reality that China has 

been treated with. China is being blamed for 

the delayed response of many nations, under 

the illegitimate claim that China had not pro-

vided them with all the necessary infor-

mation required to tackle the virus. There 

has been a huge rise in unjust racism to-

wards Chinese people. Illogical claims that 

the origin of the virus was in China were 

made and there was inaccurate belief that 

China withheld information related to the 

virus - information that could have aided in 

the preparation of other nations. In spite of 

the undeserved harsh treatment received, 

China has decided to extend its helping hand 

to those who succumbed to the disastrous 

impacts of this deadly virus.  

Many Chinese people were wrongly associat-

ed with the Coronavirus. The outbreak of 

this virus has led to a very drastic rise in the 

amount of sinophobia (anti-Chinese senti-

ment) which resulted in racists making irra-

tional comments against China and its peo-

ple. In February of 2020, Heidi Chow, an in-

nocent Asian woman, talked about her dis-

heartening experience as a victim of sino-

phobia. When Chow and her family made 

their way into a tube-train, a fellow passen-

ger immediately left his seat. While Chow’s 

initial assumption was that the passenger 

left the seat to allow Chow and her family to 

sit together, she was proven wrong. The pas-

senger, instead of taking a different seat, had 

decided to get off the train. He was not the 

only one in the carriage who showcased this 

kind of disrespectful behavior. What Chow 

underwent is just one isolated event out of 

the numerous occurrences of sinophobia, 

and Chow is just one victim out of the count-

less others. The Twitter hashtag, 

#ChineseDon'tComeToJapan, was on the 

trending list in Japan. A massive amount of 

Singaporean residents have signed a petition 

which demanded that their government 

bans people of Chinese-origin from entering 

their country. In France, a Vietnamese wom-

an reportedly informed the newspaper Le 

Monde, that she heard a driver shout, "Keep 

your virus, dirty Chinese!", and, "You are not 

welcome in France." These derogatory com-

ments were not only offensive but also very 

prejudiced The treatment China received 

was inhumane and extremely uncalled for. 

The entire world is under the false impres-

sion that simply because the virus was dis-

covered in China, China must have been 

where it took birth. Zhong Nanshan, a Chi-

nese epidemiologis, stated, “Though the 

COVID-19 was first discovered in China, it 

does not mean that it has originated from 

China.”  



CORONAVIRUS, NOT THE 'CHINA-VIRUS'.  

He further supported this statement by men-

tioning that the region in which a virus is 

first found does not “equate to it being the 

source”. China’s ambassador to South Africa 

expressed on Twitter: “Although the epidem-

ic first broke out in China, it did not neces-

sarily mean that the virus originated from 

China, let alone "made in China".” Most coun-

tries that blindly hold China accountable for 

the pandemic are not doing this because 

they have relevant proof, but because of pre-

conceived ideas that have completely brain-

washed them. Correlation does not imply 

causation.  

The rumor that China has not shown any 

support to other countries during the pan-

demic has spread extensively- and at a very 

fast rate. This absurd conclusion has clearly 

only been reached due to the lack of aware-

ness regarding China’s acts of care and com-

passion. On Twitter, Trump wrote, "China 

has been through much & has developed a 

strong understanding of the virus. We are 

working closely together. Much respect.” 

President Xi Jinping has also mentioned that 

Chinese provinces, cities and companies 

have provided several medical supplies, 

along with support, to the United States. Af-

rica, too, has received an immense amount of 

help from China. The Diplomat mentions 

that the Former Chinese Ambassador 

“facilitated the donation of face masks, test-

ing kits, and other medical equipment from 

the Chinese telecommunications giant 

Huawei.” Funds were raised which support-

ed hospitals that were treating COVID-19 pa-

tients. China has helped over 130 countries 

fight this lifethreatening virus. This is over 

67% of the total number of countries 

(recognized by the United Nations) in the 

world to which China has offered generous 

contributions. Taking all of these good deeds 

into account, the idea that China has not pro-

vided any assistance is simply irrelevant and 

unjustifiable.  

During a session that took place in the Con-

tinuous Crisis Committee today, the delegate 

of China has expressed that they felt ‘deeply 

offended’ due to the sudden comments made 

by fellow delegates, which accused China of 

starting a pandemic that has grown to be-

come a huge crisis to the world. The delegate 

went on to question the source of the infor-

mation that was released to the public, be-

cause there was no evidence of where it was 

from, and it could have easily been from an-

other nation which had the motive to frame 

China. This delegate also believed that China 

has done its level best, despite its failures, to 

contain the virus domestically and to mini-

mize its spread as much as possible. The del-

egate did not understand what the other del-

egates meant by ‘negligence’, even after all 

the efforts China put into trying to stop the 

virus. They have also admitted that, given 

the huge population of China, stopping a 

pandemic immediately is impossible. The 

delegate has requested other countries to 

“refrain from making blatant accusations”  



CORONAVIRUS, NOT THE 'CHINA-VIRUS'.  
when there is no indication of where the in-

formation is coming from. The delegate has 

made it extremely clear that China has tried 

its best to control the virus. A common mis-

conception about the virus is that it has only 

spread because China did not inform other 

countries about it in advance, causing them 

to be unprepared. Some might even consider 

this as China withholding crucial infor-

mation, but all of this is nothing but a fallacy. 

On Jan 16, when the virus was in its early 

stages, the Chair of Global Health at Edin-

burgh Medical School and Director of the 

Global Health Governance program, Devi Sri-

dhar, tweeted about the virus and suggested 

that all nations "take it seriously”. Despite 

the warning, European governments and the 

United States of America were busy handling 

other issues regarding the economy, climate 

change, and Trump’s impeachment. This 

negligence shown by other nations has back-

fired towards them and led to them being 

extremely vulnerable to the virus. The irre-

sponsibility of these countries regarding the 

COVID-19 cannot be pushed onto China - a 

country that has given a great amount of at-

tention to the pandemic. The rate at which 

the virus spreads in their countries concerns 

the governments of the respective nations, 

and China cannot be blatantly blamed for 

their lack of control over their state. The ina-

bility to instigate effective lockdowns, the 

lack of understanding their citizens have 

about the virus, and the misunderstanding of 

methods to stop the spread of the virus is 

undeniably the fault of the countries in ques-

tion. Ian Lipkin, a world-renowned virologist 

and head of Columbia University's Center for 

Infection and Immunity has said that 

"Germany put a rapid emphasis on testing 

and containment and managed the outbreak 

– there's nothing else to explain why they 

have such a low death rate". This only goes 

on to prove that the spread of the virus and 

the level of threat it poses depends solely on 

individual countries and their pandemic 

management strategies. From the beginning 

of the pandemic, China has continued to ex-

tend help and also tried to minimize the 

spread of this fatal virus. Other countries un-

reasonably condemning China is a show of 

their prejudiced mindsets, and not of China’s 

incompetency. To fight the virus, all coun-

tries need to work in unity; they should pro-

vide mutual support to each other and show 

that humanity has a united stance against 

anything that tries to disrupt their well-

being.  



Achievement - SOF INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH OLYMPIAD. 
 
 

We are happy to share the results of our Lemurs who appeared in the SOF INTERNA-

TIONAL ENGLISH OLYMPIAD. 

The international English Olympiad is an English language and Grammar competition con-

ducted by Science Olympiad Foundation (SOF) that aims to help students test their English 

language and knowledge. 

Like every year our Lemurs proved their expertise skills in the subject.  
 

Congratulations to all the Winners and the Participants!!! 

S. 
No. Roll No. Name of the 

Student 
Obtained 

Marks 
School 
Rank 

Zonal 
Rank 

Regional 
Rank 

International  
Rank 

Awards Won  
International/ 
Zonal/School 

Award 

1 TS2017-
01-003 NEUO IXIAAN 38 1 259 1640 5215 

Gold Medal of  
Excellence +  
Participation 

 Certificate 

2 TS2017-
02-006 

SARA-
DA PRAVARA 

KODUKULA 
36 1 484 2569 8350 

Gold Medal of  
Excellence +  
Participation 

 Certificate 

3 TS2017-
03-003 

RIT-
ISHA KOLLU 36 1 28 35 35 

Medal of  
Distinction +  
Certificate of 
 Distinction 

4 TS2017-
04-002 

KRISHA MISHR
A 36 1 23 29 31 

Medal of  
Distinction +  
Certificate of 
Distinction 

5 TS2017-
05-001 ADVIK GOYAL 53 3 36 77 101 

Gold Medal of  
Excellence +  
Participation  

Certificate 

6 TS2017-
05-002 

MOHAM-
MED AASIM K

HAN 
55 2 23 46 53 

Medal of  
Distinction +  
Certificate of 
 Distinction 

7 TS2017-
05-004 

SRINIDHI  
GATTUPALLI 59 1 2 2 3 

Gifts Worth 
 Rs. 1000/-

 + International 
Bronze Medal +  

Certificate of  
Outstanding  
Performance 

8 TS2017-
07-004 

MOHAM-
MAD AARISH K

HAN 
58 1 5 7 8 

Gifts Worth  
Rs. 1000/-

 + Zonal Bronze  
Medal +  

Certificate of  
Zonal Excellence 

9 TS2017-
07-007 

VAISHNA-
VI TRIPATHI 52 2 56 119 154 

Gold Medal of  
Excellence +  
Participation  

Certificate 



Achievement - SOF INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH OLYMPIAD. 
 

 

 

Grade 1B 

Samanth Sugannanavar 

Grade 2B 

Sarada Pravara Kodukula  

Grade 3B 

Ritisha Kollu 

Grade 4B 

Krisha Mishra 

Grade 5B 

Advik Goyal 

Grade 5A 

Mohammad Aasim Khan  

Grade 5B 

Srinidhi  Gattupalli 

Grade 7B 

Mohammad Aarish Khan  

Grade 7B 

Vaishnavi Tripathi 



Achievement 
 

We are please to announce the winners of the virtual Cambridge Community Drawing, Painting  and 

Poster Making in Inter School Competitions hosted by “Birla Open Minds”, “Kairos International 

School”,  & “Ambitus World School” (Vijayawada). 

 

Grade 3B “Presly Bonigala” secured 2nd Position in Cambridge Community Poster Making in 

Inter School Competition hosted by “Kairos International School”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grades 7B “Varun Tej Gude” & 8B “Danvita Kunchi”, secured 2nd Positions in Cambridge Commu-

nity Drawing & Painting Inter School Competition hosted by “Birla Open Minds”.     

 

6C “RYAN MAJUMDAR” secured 1st Rank,   

Grade 7B “MOHAMMAD AARISH” secured 

1st Rank,  &  7B “HARIHARAN” secured 2nd 

Rank in the International Artificial Intelli-

gence & Robotics Olympiad 2020-21. 



Participants of Inter School Competition hosted by  

Cambridge Community 



Participants of Inter School Competition hosted by  

Cambridge Community 



 

Lemurs learnt at their own pace through various supervised activities. It is a more engaging 

and interactive way of teaching children. It allows for monitoring factors such as speech, co-

ordination, social skills, and motor skills, amongst other key factors. Engaged lemurs in learn-

ing and discovery with hands-on activities that allow them to get creative while developing 

numeracy, EVS, reading, writing, and emotional learning skills.  

PP’s Activity Based Learning Link: https://photos.app.goo.gl/fPQ9huiMAwqUirAQA 
 

PP’s Activity Based Learning  

Lemurs of Pre-Primary are monitoring factors such as speech, coordination, social skills, and 

motor skills, amongst other key factors. As it boosts the development of the domains person-

ality in them (physical, emotional, intellectual, psychological and spiritual.) learning is 

achieved through exploration experimentation and expression.  

PP’s Activity Based Learning Link: https://photos.app.goo.gl/8RDiaG43DsiqYFE17 

PP’s Activity Based Learning 

https://photos.app.goo.gl/fPQ9huiMAwqUirAQA
https://photos.app.goo.gl/8RDiaG43DsiqYFE17


PP’s Activity Based Learning 



 

PP’s Activity Based Learning 



PP’s Activity Based Learning 



 

ONLINE CLASSES: 

English - Grade 1 Lemurs  

Topic: Story time:   

The students of grade-1 demonstrated their visual spatial skills by  illustrating their favour-

ite story book. Their communication skills were displayed as they gave the gist of the story 

and named the characters and parts of the book.    



ONLINE CLASSES: 

English - Grade 1 Lemurs  

Topic: Story time 



 

ONLINE CLASSES: 

English - Grade 2 Lemurs  

Topic: Project – Booklet on deadliest animals  

The young learners of grade-2, displayed their creativity & communication skills by doing 

research on world’s deadliest animals and recording the facts. They also showcased their 

learning about the parts of the book by creating their own cover page and contents page.  



 

ONLINE CLASSES: 

English - Grade 2 Lemurs  

Topic: Project – Booklet on deadliest animals  



 

ONLINE CLASSES: 

English - Grade 2 Lemurs  

Topic: Project – Booklet on deadliest animals  

      Booklet on Deadliest Animals    
By: K. Sarada Pravara 

 
Contents 

1. Deadly or not  

2. Venomous fangs  

3.   Nasty stings  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
4. Deadly in the water  

5. Deadliest poison  

6. Stay Safe  

7.  Deadly weapons  

8.  Where do they live?  

9.  Quiz time!  

10.  Worksheet  



 

ONLINE CLASSES: 

English - Grade 2 Lemurs  

Topic: Project – Booklet on deadliest animals  

Deadliest animals/ creatures: Akshat Rai-2B 
 

Golden Poison Dart Frog 
 
 

The poison dart is a large, diverse group of brightly 

coloured frogs, of which only a handful of species 

are particularly dangerous to humans. The deadliest, 

the golden poison dart, inhabits the small range of 

rain forests along Colombia’s Pacific coast, and 

grows to around two inches long (roughly the size of 

a paper clip). Its poison, called batrachotoxin, is so 

potent that there’s enough in one frog to kill ten 

grown men, with only two micrograms—roughly the 

amount that would fit onto the head of a pin—

needed to kill a single individual.            

Where to find them:  
Northern South America  

Deadliest animals/ creatures: Akshat Rai-2B 
 

Box Jelly fish 
 

Often found floating (or slowly moving at 

speeds close to five miles per hour) in Indo

-Pacific waters, these transparent, nearly 
invisible invertebrates are  the most ven-

omous marine animal in the world. Their 
namesake cubic frames contain up to 15 
tentacles at the corners, with each growing 

as much as 10 feet long, all lined with thou-
sands of stinging cells—known as nemato-
cysts—that contain toxins that simultane-

ously attack the heart, nervous system, and 
skin cells. While antivenoms do exist, the 
venom is so potent and overwhelming that many human victims, of the hundreds of 

reported fatal encounters each year, have been known to go into shock and drown or 
die of heart failure before reaching shore. Even if you are lucky enough to make it to 
the hospital and receive the antidote, survivors can sometimes experience considera-

ble pain for weeks afterward, and bear nasty scars from the creature’s tentacles. 

Where to find them:  
Off the northern coast of Australia 



 

ONLINE CLASSES: 

English - Grade 2 Lemurs  

Topic: Project – Booklet on deadliest animals  

Deadliest animals/ creatures: Akshat Rai-2B 
 

Glossy black Sydney Funnel-Web Spider.  
 

Some spiders flaunt their lethality with flashy 

colors or alien-like appendages, but few are as 

capable of following through on that promise as 

the glossy black Sydney Funnel-Web Spider. A 

funnel-web’s bite is a serious cause for alarm: Fa-

tality among adults can occur within 30 minutes, 

since the atraxotoxin in their venom causes the 

human nervous system to short out. 

(Interestingly, their venom is not particularly 

bothersome to non-primate mammals, including 

household pets.) What makes funnel-webs espe-

cially dangerous is their proximity to humans, 

and the natural behavior that drives them to seek 

shelter and build webs in sheltered burrows—

like shoes and lawn ornaments. Aggressive to 

begin with, and prone to wandering, funnel-

webs’ fangs can pierce a human fingernail or even a shoe, which they will do repeatedly 

when threatened. The bite of a funnel-web is so fearsome that doctors recommend seeking 

antivenom after tangoing with any black spider in the funnel-web family, just in case. 

Where to find them:  

The eastern and southern coasts of 
mainland Australia, plus Tasmania  

https://www.cntraveler.com/story/tasmania-has-become-a-must-visit-australian-destination


 

ONLINE CLASSES: 

English- Grade 5 Unit 6 

Topic: (Art Integrated Project)  

Lemurs of grade 5 gave a presentation on the Black hole with the help of PPT and learned 

about the same. This activity helped them to enhance their speaking skill and share the 

knowledge with each other. 



 

ONLINE CLASSES: 

English- Grade 5 Unit 6 

Topic: (Art Integrated Project)  

In speaking skill, Grade 5 Lemurs gave the presentation on “Group Discussion” with 
the help of PPT. 



 

ONLINE CLASSES: 

Grade 6  - Telangana and Haryana (Art integrated Project)  

To realize the importance of Art and how it can facilitate in learning English topics. Lemurs 

of Grade 6 have presented the various PPT which enabled them: 

* To learn about the cultures and the traditions of Telangana &   Haryana 

* The various elements of a state – Dance, Music, Art, Food, Cuisine, Staple food, Street 

food, Staple food, Crops grown, Festivals celebrated, Mountains and Rivers, Seasonal 

Foods etc. 

* To believe in the policy of ‘Unity in Diversity” 

* To work in teams and teach them the importance of ensuring team building. 

* To enhance students’ thinking capacity, comprehending skills, writing and speaking 

skills.  



 

ONLINE CLASSES: 

Grade 6  - Telangana and Haryana (Art integrated Project)  
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ONLINE CLASSES: 

Grade 6  - Telangana and Haryana (Art integrated Project)  



 

ONLINE CLASSES: 

Grade 6  - Telangana and Haryana (Art integrated Project)  

 

Few students also spoke about famous poet, various dance form and also performed the 

dance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FAMOUS POET  
 

Dada Lakhmi Chand, also known as Pandit Lakhmi Chand, was a great Indian poet of Harya-
na. He was born in 1903.He was  given the title of 'Pandit'. He was also known as Kalidas of 
Haryana. He has been accorded the honor of the 'Surya 
Kavi' of Haryanvi music genre Raagni and Saang. His po-
ems contained messages on moral values. 

He used to sing various stories with great morals in his 
'Raagni' and basically gave a message to live a good life-
style through skits called Saang. He also used to enter-
tain people through his acts in Saang in the native lan-
guage.  
His writings have a marked influence on contemporary 
culture and society of Haryana.Sadly Dada Lakhmi 
Chand passed away on 17 October 1945. 

  
Do you know why we celebrate 9 September as Telangana language day ? 
  
We celebrate Telangana language day on 9 September because the Telangana government 
honored Kaloji Narayana Rao’s birthday as  Telangana Language Day. he was born on 9 Sep-
tember 1914 .His full name is Raghuveer Narayan Laxmikanth Srinivasa Ram Raja Kaloji. He 
was a famous poet, freedom fighter, anti-fascist and political activist. In September 2014, the 
Government of Telangana in his honour, named the Medical University, Kaloji Narayana Rao 
University of Health Sciences after him. He was awarded the Padma Vibhushan in 1992.  Ka-
loji wrote poetry in Telugu, Urdu, Hindi, and Marathi languages. In 1992, he was awarded an 
honorary doctorate by Kakatiya University. Sadly Kaloji passed away on 13 November 2002. 
He donated his body for research to Kakatiya Medical College in Warangal.  



 

ONLINE CLASSES: 

Science - Grade 5  

The learners of grade 5 conducted several experimentations on the factors affecting the rate 

of evaporation ensuring fair tests. They noted the amount of the water evaporated under dif-

ferent circumstances and explained the reasons behind the same. They also set up a simple 

working model of the water cycle in a zip lock pouch where they observed and explained the 

stages of the water cycle. They documented their learning in the form of a video. 
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ONLINE CLASSES: 

Art and crafts - Grades 1 to 4 Lemurs  
 

Lemurs of  Grades 1 to 4 learned two more colour schemes this month – 

1. Analogous colours are groups of three colours that are next to each other on the 
colour wheel and a tertiary. Some of the clips of their artworks are below.   



 

ONLINE CLASSES: 

Art and crafts - Grades 1 to 4 Lemurs  
 

Lemurs of Grades 1 to 4 learned two more colour schemes this month – 

2. The split-complementary color scheme is a variation of the complementary color 
scheme. In addition to the base colour, it uses the two colours adjacent to its comple-

ment. This colour scheme has the same strong visual contrast. First, they learned how 
to group them and then implement it in their artworks. 



 

ONLINE CLASSES: 

Art and crafts - Grades  5 to 7 Lemurs  
 

Lemurs of Grades 5 to 7 learned Madhubani or Mithila which is a traditional form of 

painting known for its bright colours, extensive use of symbolism and intricate pat-
terns. The symbols used in this painting have their specific meanings like fish symbol-
ises fertility, procreation and good luck,  the tree is a symbol of life, while peacocks are 

associated with the epitome of beauty and ecstasy.  

The bright-coloured feathers of a peacock look so pleasing to the human eye. In In-
dian folk art, a peacock holds a specific significance and meaning. A peacock in the 

Madhubani painting represents divine love, knowledge, prosperity. As the feather 
is in the form of an eye, it is believed that it saves us from evil and negativity. Peo-

ple keep the feather of a peacock in their homes as a sign of good luck and prosper-
ity. The peacock is also considered as a sign of protection and brings joy in one’s 

life. 
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Art and crafts - Grades 5 to 7 Lemurs  



 

ONLINE CLASSES: 

Art and crafts - ONLINE CLASSES: 

Art and crafts - Art work by Lemurs  



GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE : 

Grade 1 : Topic - Family 
 

Family tree  
 

The enthusiastic students of grade-1, made family trees with illustrations or pictures of their 
family members. They displayed their research and creativity through their projects show-
casing their knowledge in relating and connecting the members with them. Few students 
even listed out the names of their family members in their native language.  
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GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE : 

Grade 1 : Topic - Family traditions 
 

The young learners researched on the family traditions that are carried out in their families 
and showcased the same through their write-up and illustration. Students discussed with 
their family members and learnt about the traditions of their family. 



GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE : 

Grade 1 : Topic - Family traditions 
 

 
 



GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE : 

Art & Craft : Grade 2 Lemurs 

“Art is a place for children to learn, to trust their ideas.”  

– Maryaan F. Kohl 
 

As stated, Art and Craft is the best way to help a child to learn any subject by exploring their 

ideas and turn that into creativity.  
 

Our grade 2 lemurs integrated Art and Craft activity with GP for their Unit – 4: Moving goods 

and people. 
 

In this activity, they showed their learning through their creative works. They shared their 

favourite modes of transport and traffic signs and signals through different models. They 

used simple papers and waste things, like – matchboxes, used bottles, etc. to create cars, aer-

oplanes, boats, etc.  
 

And along with that they also described their ideas about some imaginary vehicles which 

will help people in trouble. 

By doing this activity they not only learnt about the different modes of transport and traffic 

signs and signals in detail but also, they understood the importance of them in our everyday 

life. 



 

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE : 

Art & Craft : Grade 2 Lemurs 
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Art & Craft : Grade 2 Lemurs 

 
 

Grade 5 : Topic - 4 Respecting Myself and Others  
 

Students of Grade-5  presented their understanding through various activities like collage 
making. Awareness of traffic rules, journal making. And also integrated with other subjects 
like English, Mathematics, and Science. JAM session was also conducted and students active-
ly participated and shared their views on respecting elders, teachers, and fellow students.  
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